**WHY CHANGE?**

Society today, is accustomed to a greed based monetary system, which is unable to solve greed based problems the world faces today, simply because there is no profit for this system in solving them. Important social problems such as greed based crime, starvation, homelessness, inadequate healthcare, corruption in Corporations and Politics, environmental abuse, unemployment and pollution are affecting millions. Additionally, technology and automation is harming society due to profiteering, technological job displacement, and over working those left with a job.

The Atlas Initiative Group is re-engineering social concepts, educating and researching solutions to these social problems and proposes that a resource based system economy solution would increase technology and automation while reducing human labor for the betterment of all mankind. Learn more about this evolutionary approach, join Atlas Initiative Group online today.

**THE SOLUTION**

The Atlas City Project offers a comprehensive opportunity for social reclamation in which human beings, technology and nature will be able to coexist in a long-term, sustainable state of dynamic equilibrium.

The Atlas Initiative Group is dedicated to confronting all of these problems by actively engaging in the research, development and application of workable solutions. Through the use of innovative approaches to social awareness, educational incentives and the consistent application of the best that science and technology can offer directly to the social system.

*Atlas is dedicated to researching, educating and piloting a resource based system economy which will solve humanities biggest problems. These problems are not resolved today because there is no profit in solving them. In the monetary system we see that these problems will continue:*

- 16,000 children die every day of starvation
- Healthcare is rationed or unavailable
- Corruption in politics and business policy
- High incarceration for greed based crime
- Unemployment / Under-employment
- 3.5 million homeless people in the USA
- Environmental abuse and pollution for profit
- Planned greed based obsolescence
- Inhumane animal treatment for profit

We have the solution to these problems!
Mission Statement

The mission of the Atlas Initiative Group is to research, educate, design, plan and build Atlas City in America, providing a peaceful transition from a monetary based system to a resource based system economy within an advanced city model which will maximize automation and provide the highest standard of living for participants.

Involvement

Get involved with the Atlas Initiative Group:
• Get educated about RBE
• Help research & plan Atlas City in America
• Recognize and overcome obstacles
• Develop necessary human resources
• Invite your friends who want to participate in our objectives
• Peacefully occupy and grow Atlas City as a prototype for the world
• Assist with open source replication

Primary Contact Numbers
Rob - 702-927-9277
Janelle - 702-635-6445

www.atlasinitiativegroup.org

A New Philosophy

Embracing the Resource Based Economy

The goals of this philosophy are:
1. To recognize the Earth’s resources belong to the common heritage of all human beings.
2. Transcending the artificial boundaries that currently and arbitrarily separate people through tolerance and acceptance of all humankind.
3. Retraining inappropriate behavior rather than punishing individuals.
4. Replacing money-based economy with a resource-based inner city economy.
5. Improving the cities human population through education and personal growth.
6. Exercising responsible use of the natural environment.
7. Redesigning, city transportation systems, agricultural industries and industrial plants so that they are energy efficient, clean and able to conveniently serve the needs of all people.
8. Demonstrating how to peacefully transition from corporate entities to social management by design.
9. Sharing and applying new technologies for the benefit of all humanity.
10. Developing and using clean, renewable energy sources.
11. Providing high quality products, food, healthcare, education, living quarters and opportunities in self improvement for the benefit of the all people.

12. Requiring environmental impact studies prior to building construction.
13. Encouraging the widest range of creativity and incentive toward constructive endeavors.
14. Outgrowing nationalism, bigotry and prejudice through education.
15. Eliminating elitism, technical or otherwise.
16. Arriving at methodologies by careful research and scientific method rather than random opinions.
17. Maximizing the quality of education through a complete redesign of the educational system delivering a more personalized learning experience.
18. Providing not only the necessities of life but also offering challenges that stimulate the mind while emphasizing individuality rather than uniformity.
19. Advancing technology, automation and research to reduce the demands of human labor, improve human healthcare and increasing our standard of living.
20. Finally, preparing people intellectually and emotionally for the challenges and changes that are ahead.

www.atlasinitiativegroup.org